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Examining the Relationship Between Point of View and Author’s Purpose 
• Ian’s Walk: A Story About Autism by Laurie Lears, Illustrated by Karen 
Ritz 
• Why Johnny Doesn’t Flap: NT is OK! By Clay Morton and Gail Morton, 
Illustrated by Alex Merry 
Content Area(s) and Grade 
Level(s) 
Fourth Grade 
English Language Arts 
Lesson Objective(s) 
 
1. After listening to two stories read-aloud, the student will discuss and identify 
whose point of view each story is from, using text-based evidence to support 
their claim. 
2. Using a double-bubble map, the student will record at least three similarities 
and three differences (each) between the points of view in the two stories read.  
3. The student will write an opinion paragraph explaining how one of the two 





Compare and contrast the point of view from which different stories are narrated, 
including the difference between first-and third person narrations. 
 
LAFS.4.RL.1.1 
Refer to details and examples in a text when explaining what the text says explicitly 
and when drawing inferences from the text. 
 
LAFS.4.W.1.1 
Write opinion pieces on topics or texts, supporting a point of view with reasons and 
information. 
a. Introduce a topic or text clearly, state an opinion, and create an organizational 
structure in which related ideas are grouped to support the writer’s purpose. 
b. Provide reasons that are supported by facts and details. 
c. Link opinion and reasons using words and phrases (e.g., for instance, in order 
to, in addition). 
d. Provide a concluding statement or section related to the opinion presented. 
 
 
                                       
LAFS.4.SL.1.1 
Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and 
teacher-led) with diverse partners on grade 4 topics and texts, building on others’ ideas 
and expressing their own clearly. 
a. Come to discussions prepared, having read or studied required material; 
explicitly draw on that preparation and other information known about the topic 
to explore ideas under discussion. 
b. Follow agreed-upon rules for discussions and carry out assigned roles. 
c. Pose and respond to specific questions to clarify or follow up on information, 
and make comments that contribute to the discussion and link to the remarks of 
others. 
d. Review the key ideas expressed and explain their own ideas and understanding 




Teacher Observation during whole group and partner discussions 








Before conducting this lesson plan, the teacher should take into consideration if the 
class includes a child on the Autism Spectrum or a child with a sibling/family 
member/close friend on the Autism Spectrum. 
If the class does have a student with this experience, the teacher should talk to the 
student prior to the lesson and make sure he/she is comfortable with discussion of the 
condition. Is there anything the student would like added or removed from the lesson? 
 
1. Teacher will call students to the carpet area. Students will sit down on the rug.  
2. Have you ever met a person with Autism? What do you know about Autism 
Spectrum Disorder? Teacher will explain to students that Autism Spectrum 
Disorder is a condition that causes a person to communicate, behave, and think 
differently than a person who does not have Autism. Teacher will emphasize 
that the condition can look very different from one person to another. Adding 
“Autism Spectrum Disorder” or “ASD” to the board or a word wall may be 
helpful, especially for ELL students. (UDL 3.1: Activate or supply 
background knowledge; El Strategy 4: Link lesson topic to students’ prior 
knowledge; EL Strategy 5: Teach technical vocabulary supporting key 
concepts). 
3. Teacher will introduce the learning goal and topic by informing students that 
they will be listening to two books about children with Autism. Teacher will 
ask students to pay special attention the point of view or perspective in these 
stories. Who is telling the story? Who is the story about? (UDL 3.2: Highlight 
patterns, critical features, big ideas, and relationships). 
4. Remind students that there are two major pieces to talking about point of view. 
We can decide if a story is narrated in first (I), second (you), or third person 
(he/she/they), but we can also discuss why the author chose a certain character 
                                       
or a separate narrator to tell the story. “Today, as we read, I want you to focus 
on how the point of view contributes to the author’s purpose.” (UDL 3.2: 











































1. Teacher will show the cover of the book Ian’s Walk: A Story About Autism by 
Laurie Lears and point out the two main characters, Ian and Julie. Whose point 
of view do you think this story might be told from? What about the cover image 
or title makes you think that? Have them turn and talk with a partner to discuss 
these questions. (UDL 3.3: Guide information processing and visualization.) 
2. Ask for a show of hands who thinks the story will be from Ian’s perspective. 
Who thinks it will be from Julie’s perspective? For whichever answer has more 
support, ask: “The majority of us think that _____ will be the narrator in this 
story. Would anyone like to share their reasoning with the class?” If ELL 
students need support in answering verbally, they can use the following 
sentence frame: “I think that _____ will be the narrator, because_________.” 
3. Read aloud the first two pages of the book. Pause and ask students if their 
prediction about the narrator was confirmed or denied. On an anchor chart or 
the board, record students thinking using the following format: I know that this 
story is written from Julie’s point of view, because ______________.” (UDL 
1.3: Offer alternatives for auditory information). 
4. Continue reading the story. Pause again when the text says “Sometimes Ian 
makes me angry!” Ask students to discuss with their partner why Julie feels this 
way. Have they ever felt this way about someone who did things differently 
than they would? Can you predict what problem might occur in the story 
knowing that Julie feels this way? Listen to the students’ conversations and 
share a few things you hear or share your own thinking before you continue 
reading.  (UDL 8.3: Foster collaboration and community). 
5. Finish reading the story and ask, “Why do you think the author wrote this story 
from Julie’s perspective?” (EL Strategy 36: Ask numerous questions which 
require higher level thinking responses). 
6. (If there are time constraints, the teacher can choose to read the second book 
and continue the lesson the following day). Show students the cover of the 
second book, Why Johnny Doesn’t Flap: NT is OK! By Clay Morton and Gail 
Morton. Ask students if they know what “NT” means.  
7. Share that NT is short for “neurotypical,” or people without autism. Ask 
students to turn and talk with their partner and predict how the point of 
view/narration in this story might be similar to or different from Ian’s Walk. 
You may choose to model your own prediction to the class, based on the 
conversations you hear. If using a word wall or recording key vocabulary on the 
board, add “Neurotypical” and/or “NT” to support ELL students. (UDL 2.1: 
Clarify vocabulary and symbols; UDL 3.1: Activate of supply background 
knowledge; EL Strategy 5: Teach technical vocabulary supporting key 
concepts). 
8. Read aloud the first half of the book, pausing after the text says, “He may never 
be a real expert at anything, but he is a good person, so that’s OK.” What do 







































you think about Johnny? Do any of the things he does seem strange to you? If 
not, why do you think the narrator thinks they’re so strange? Have students 
turn and talk about these questions. (UDL 8.3: Foster collaboration and 
community; EL Strategy 36: Ask numerous questions which require 
higher level thinking responses). 
9. Finish reading the story. Draw students attention back to the second to last 
page. Reread the line “Mom says that everyone’s brain is different and different 
isn’t always wrong.” Add this quote to the board or anchor chart for students to 
refer back to. Explain that what’s normal for you or me might not be normal for 
someone else. We each have our own, unique definition of what “normal” feels 
and looks like.  
10. Ask students whose point of view this story was from. The character has no 
name so they may say things like “The child with autism.” (Emphasize person-
first language, i.e. not “the autistic child”). On the board or anchor chart, record 
students thinking again, using the following format: “I know this story was 
written from the point of view of the child with autism, because ______.” Ask 
them to turn and talk with a partner about why the authors wrote this story from 
the perspective of the child with autism, rather than the child who is NT. (UDL 
1.2: offer alternatives for auditory information). 
11. Send students back to their seats. Have them get out their reading response 
notebooks (or another notebook or piece of paper) and open to the next blank 
page. 
12. Using the document camera, model for students how to set up their page. Draw 
a double bubble map like the one shown at the end of the lesson plan. It is 
helpful to make the three circles connected to both topic circles a different 
color. (UDL 1.2: Offer alternatives for auditory information; EL Strategy 
7: Show students how to use graphic organizers like semantic mapping and 
imaging). 
13. Students will write Ian’s Walk in one large circle and Why Johnny Doesn’t Flap 
in the other. Working together with their table groups, they will come up with a 
few ways the points of view in the stories were similar (ex. first person POV, 
focused on ways someone is different from us, learning to accept differences) 
as well as ways that each story is unique because of the point of view. (UDL 
8.3: Foster collaboration and community; EL Strategy 2: Promote 
cooperation, small groups). 
14. Exit Ticket: On a sticky note or index card, have students choose one of the two 
stories and write a short opinion paragraph explaining how they think that story 
would be different if it were written from the point of view of the other 
character. For example, if writing about Ian’s Walk, how would the story be 
different if it were told from Ian’s perspective? ELL students can be provided 
with the following sentence frame for assistance: “If ______ was told from 
_____’s perspective, the story would be different, because _________.” (UDL 
7.1: Optimize individual choice and autonomy). 
 
                                       
Materials: 
 
● Book Ian’s Walk: A Story About Autism by Laurie Lears, Illustrated by Karen 
Ritz 
● Book Why Johnny Doesn’t Flap: NT is OK! By Clay Morton and Gail Morton, 
Illustrated by Alex Merry 
● Reading Response Notebooks 
● Pen/Pencil 
● Whiteboard/Interactive Whiteboard or Chart Paper 
o Anchor Chart Resource: https://www.weareteachers.com/anchor-charts-
101-why-and-how-to-use-them-plus-100s-of-ideas/ 
● Dry Erase Markers or Anchor Chart Markers 
● Document Camera 
































                                       
 
 
